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Overview: Visa has updated rules related to chargeback and representment rights and limitations, as well as 
certain chargeback reason codes. Clients and processors working in dispute resolution should review and 
update their internal processes in accordance with these new rules.  

 
Visa regularly analyzes the dispute resolution rules for clarity and to ensure they remain relevant. Recent analysis of the 
rules and client feedback indicated several opportunities for clarification and amendment. As a result, Visa has updated 
rules related to chargeback and representment rights and limitations, as well as the following chargeback reason codes:   
 
• Reason Code 30—Services Not Provided or Merchandise Not Received 

• Reason Code 41—Canceled Recurring Transaction 

• Reason Code 53—Not as Described or Defective Merchandise 

• Reason Code 62—Counterfeit Transaction 

• Reason Code 76—Incorrect Currency or Transaction Code or Domestic Transaction Processing Violation 

• Reason Code 81—Fraud: Card-Present Environment 

• Reason Code 82—Duplicate Processing  

• Reason Code 83—Fraud: Card-Absent Environment 

• Reason Code 85—Credit Not Processed 

• Reason Code 90—Non-Receipt of Cash or Load Transaction Value at ATM or Load Device 

Rule Changes 
 
The following tables detail the changes made to the chargeback rights and limitations, representment rights and 
limitations, and compliance cases. 
 
Chargeback Rights and Limitations  

Chargeback Reason Code Changes 

Reason Code 30 An issuer must provide a detailed description of the merchandise or services not received to 
support a chargeback under this reason code. This description must now contain additional 
information beyond what is required in the transaction record. 

Reason Code 41 Chargebacks under this reason code are invalid for international transactions that are also 
installment transactions. There was a variance to this clause for Greece domestic transactions; 
this variance has been removed. 
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Reason Code 53 For Condition 4 and effective for chargebacks with a processing date on or after 18 April 2015, 
the language is clarified to explain that the cardholder must return the merchandise or cancel 
the services or, when applicable, attempt to return the merchandise prior to the issuer 
processing the chargeback. 

Reason Code 62 For chargebacks with a processing date on or after 15 October 2016, issuers will no longer 
be required to specify the status of the card at the time of the transaction. 

Reason Code 76 Issuers have a chargeback right when a transaction receipt was processed in error and the 
merchant processed a credit transaction instead of a reversal or an adjustment. The 30-
calendar-day limit for this right has been removed, and the right applies regardless of when the 
credit is processed. 

Reason Code 81 For fictitious accounts and effective for chargebacks with a processing date on or after  
15 October 2016, issuers will no longer be required to list the account number on the 
exception file prior to chargeback. 

For chargebacks with a processing date on or after 15 October 2016, issuers will no longer 
be required to specify the status of the card at the time of the transaction. 

Reason Code 83 For chargebacks on tokenized transactions with a processing date on or after 15 October 
2016, issuers will no longer be required to close the account and list the card on the exception 
file prior to exercising the chargeback. Instead, issuers must deactivate the token. Issuers will 
still be required to report the fraud via the Visa Enterprise. 

For chargebacks with a processing date on or after 15 October 2016, issuers will no longer 
be required to specify the status of the card at the time of the transaction. 

For fictitious accounts and effective for chargebacks with a processing date on or after  
15 October 2016, issuers will no longer be required to list the account number on the 
exception file prior to chargeback. 

Reason Code 85 The requirement for the issuer to determine that the cardholder attempted to resolve the 
dispute with the merchant will be applicable only to merchandise that has been returned. The 
requirement will not apply to services that have been canceled. 

 
Representment Rights and Limitations  

Chargeback Reason Code Changes 

Reason Code 62 For representments under Condition 2 with a processing date on or after 15 October 
2016, the requirement for an acquirer to have been certified as a Card Verification Service 
participant at the time of authorization to enable a representment right has been removed. 

Reason Code 81 Representment client message text “NO PED, MAG STRIPE READ” has been removed as it is no 
longer relevant to this reason code. 

Reason Code 82 Representment documentation requirements for ATM transactions have been amended to 
clarify that, to remedy the chargeback, the acquirer must provide ATM logs for both the 
disputed and undisputed transactions. 

Reason Code 90 Representment documentation requirements have been clarified to show the minimum 
required data to be contained within an ATM log to remedy a chargeback. The required data is:  

• Account number 

• Transaction date 

• Transaction time or sequential number identifying the individual transaction 

• Indicator that confirms that the ATM cash disbursements were successful 
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Compliance Case Changes 

Section or Table Changes 

Section 5.5.5—Delayed 
Transactions 

 

For pre-compliance and compliance cases, an issuer will no longer be expected to provide a 
cardholder letter to support the pre-filing or case filing. The issuer is still required to provide 
evidence to support the date of discovery, but the type of evidence will no longer be limited to 
the traditional cardholder letter. 

Table 9-26—Arbitration 
and Compliance Fees 

This has been corrected to state that the customer or client deemed liable for a disputed 
transaction as the result of an arbitration or compliance case ruling is liable for the associated 
filing and review fees. 

Section 10.10.1.2—
Unauthorized Signature 

For pre-compliance and compliance cases, effective for pre-compliance attempts initiated 
on or after 15 October 2016, an issuer will no longer be required to provide a cardholder 
letter to support the pre-filing or case filing. Issuers may instead provide the Dispute Resolution 
Instruction Form (Exhibit 2E), certifying that the cardholder is denying authorization or 
participation in the transaction. 

Section 10.10.1.6—
Electronic Commerce 
Transaction 

This section has been added to provide guidance on an acceptable remedy for e-commerce 
transaction disputes. Specifically, the acquirer must provide the Dispute Resolution Instruction 
Form (Exhibit 2E) and a copy of the transaction receipt or a detailed description of the goods or 
services purchased, and any other transaction data that was not required in the clearing record. 

 
Note: Changes with a required effective date will take effect for chargebacks with a processing date on or after 
15 October 2016. Changes for which an effective date is not detailed take effect immediately. 
 

 

Contact Visa Europe Customer Support on your country-specific number, or email CustomerSupport@visa.com. 

 
 

 
Notice: This Visa communication is furnished to you solely in your capacity as a customer of Visa Inc. (or its authorized agent) or of Visa Europe, or as a participant 
in the Visa payments system. By accepting this Visa communication, you acknowledge that the information contained herein (the "Information") is confidential and 
subject to the confidentiality restrictions contained in the Visa Rules and the Visa Europe Operating Regulations, which limit your use of the Information. You agree 
to keep the Information confidential and not to use the Information for any purpose other than in your capacity as a customer of Visa Inc. or Visa Europe or a 
participant in the Visa payments system. You may disseminate this Information to a merchant participating in the Visa payments system if: (i) you serve the role of 
“acquirer” within the Visa payments system; (ii) you have a direct relationship with such merchant which includes an obligation to keep Information confidential; 
and (iii) the Information is designated as “affects merchants” demonstrated by display of the storefront icon ( ) on the communication. A merchant receiving such 
Information must maintain the confidentiality of such Information and disseminate and use it on a “need to know” basis and only in their capacity as a participant 
in the Visa payments system. Except as otherwise provided, the Information may only be disseminated within your organization on a need-to-know basis to enable 
your participation in the Visa payments system. 
 
Please be advised that the Information may constitute material nonpublic information under U.S. federal securities laws and that purchasing or selling securities of 
Visa Inc. while being aware of material nonpublic information would constitute a violation of applicable U.S. federal securities laws. This information may change 
from time to time. Please contact your Visa representative to verify current information. Visa is not responsible for errors in this publication.  
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